In this paper, we study the sound tracks in films and their indexical semiotic usage by developing a classification system that detects complex sound scenes and their constituent sound events in cinema. We investigate two main issues in this paper: Determination of what constitutes the presence of a high level sound scene and inferences about the thematic content of the scene that can be drawn from this presence, and classification of environmental sounds in the audio track of the scene, to assist in the automatic detection of the high level scene. Experiments with our classification system on pure sounds resulted in a correct event classification rate of 88.9%. When the audio content of a number of film scenes was examined, though a lower accuracy resulted with sound event detection due to the presence of mixed sounds, the film audio samples were generally classified with the correct high-level sound scene label, enabling correct inferences about the story content of the scenes.
INTRODUCTION
Sound in cinema often has a direct impact on us without first being filtered by our sense of logic, and it is organic to one's engagement in film (TV and video) . A rich, complex, and meaningful sound track in film is made of dialogue, music, background sounds and special effects, and often expressive silence. Film sounds can be grouped into two categories, literal and non-literal sounds. Literal sounds encompasses speech and ambient sounds, while non-literal sounds refers mainly to background music and sound effects. This paper concentrates on detecting and analysing a collection of nonliteral sounds occurring as sound (acoustic) events and their functions as indexical signs of high level sound scenes. Non-literal sounds, or sound effects, are examined at the scene level of film. The successful detection of low level sound events from the presence of specific sound effects, followed by an analysis of larger structures of sound scenes where these events occur, allows inferences to be made about the thematic content of the scenes.
Film semiotics deals with signs and symbols used in movies, and their meanings. They serve as shorthand for compressing story information, characters, and themes into known familiar formulae. Indexical signs are signs that are inherently connected in some way (existentially or causally) to the signified (e.g., sounds of ambulance sirens indicating accidents; display of smoke signifying fire) [1] . The main focus of audio research so far has been on speech recognition, classification of audio for segmentation and content based search and retrieval, and on the segmentation and classification of video sequences using the audio track. The motivation behind this research is to make the abundance of multimedia data, stored as both audio and video, more accessible and easily browsed. In this paper, we analyse environmental sounds in films, their occurrences as temporally localised sound events, and their indexical usage to cue and signify higher level sound scenes and finally to describe the thematic content of the scenes.
The main contributions of this paper are the following: Initially a method is developed for analysing and classifying a set of non-literal film sounds, using signal features, old and new, into a number of semantic-rich sound event classes. The classification method is further applied to determine the feasibility of detecting and classifying sound scenes of dramatic import reliably. Sound event detection is analogous to object recognition in computer vision and thus a broad and difficult task. Consequently, this paper first focuses on a subset of sound events, e.g., sirens, gun shots, etc. that indicate specific indexical use. Then it targets automatic extraction of complex sound scenes, where multiple sound events that vary independently over time are present. The sound scenes under consideration indicate specific dramatic purposes in film such as car chase and violence. Finally, a detailed discussion is presented outlining inferences about the thematic content of the scene that can be drawn from this work. Experimental results on movie audio tracks are presented with details on the capabilities and breakpoints of the system. A correct classification rate of 88.9% was achieved with categorising distinct audio sample data into sound events. When the audio content of a number of film scenes was examined, though a lower accuracy resulted with film audio tracks due to the presence of mixed sounds, the film audio samples were generally classified with the correct higher-level sound scene label.
Our approach to sound scene detection in cinema demonstrates three notable strengths: Our method could be adapted to aid in the audio-content based classification of certain film genres, e.g., horror. Classification can be made both at the film level in its entirety and also at a scene level, by grouping films or scenes that employ similar usage of sound events. Similarly, automatic recognition of certain film genres could be achieved by detecting trademark sound events that are inherent to certain genres using our approach. For example, action movies often have car chase sequences which can be detected with our approach. Finally, our technique for sound event detection could aid in the development of tools for semantic understanding of the content in the film, enabling automatic labelling of significant sections for search and browsing.
RELATED WORK
Related research in audio classification studies segmentation of audio at a broad level into general categories such as silence, speech, music, and noise [4] . While some research concentrates on discriminating speech and music, further research has been applied to a broader range of audio types, including environmental sounds, to perform various classification tasks. Such tasks related to this paper are: Audio content based indexing and retrieval of audio, such as music and environmental audio, and video, using both parametric [2, 10] and non-parametric [3, 9] methods to characterise sounds; detection of violent sounds [6] .
Our work goes beyond the classification of low level sounds and analyses various sound events and what event classes signal the presence of a high level sound scene. It investigates how reliably inferences about the thematic content of the scene can be drawn from the sound track to assist in building high-level semantic annotation of movies and videos.
IDENTIFYING HIGH LEVEL SOUND SCENES
Due to the broad nature of general environmental sounds and their indexical use in film, this paper focuses on a subset of sound scenes and related events. The trademark sound scenes for action movies studied here are car chases and violence, which are inherently connected to the drama in the movies. The sound scenes comprise of a number of lower level individual sound events or classes that combine to form the higher level sound scenes. The sound events and their significance are characterised either by occurrences of a single environmental sound type, or an amalgamation of different classes of environmental sounds. For example, the high level sound scene of car chase is characterised by the noise of engines revving, horns, sirens, tires skidding, car crashes, and the breaking of glass. Violent sound scenes are characterised by explosions, both single and multiple occurrences of gunfire, and the aural impact of people hitting each other. The presence of these events, by their occurrences as results or as leading causes, acts as aural signs of chases and violence, and serve as indexical cues for increased audience engagement in film. We investigate the relationships between the sound event classes that form the sound scene, to determine the feasibility of reliable sound scene detection.
Sound Event Detection
To first detect sound events it is necessary to design a technique to classify examples of sounds extracted from film. We developed an audio classification system that was trained using labelled feature vectors extracted from sample training data for individual events and which classified the feature vectors into semantic sound event classes. A number of low level psychoacoustical and physical audio features and other features derived from the low level features were used to characterise audio event samples. The audio features used in our system included well-known features such as the mel-frequency cepstral coefficients [2] , the volume contour features [3] , characteristics of the energy envelope and loudness, duration [9] , the zero crossing rate [10] , and the normalised fundamental frequency [9] . Further, new features were derived to characterise the amplitude boundary behaviour, to detect repetition within a sound sample, and to characterise the harmonicity and inharmonicity of a sound signal [5] . All these features were used to form a comprehensive feature set encapsulating the characteristics of the audio signal within a single feature vector. For each temporal feature, statistics were computed to summarise the time-varying behaviour of the features. While no one feature was sufficient for classification, an optimal combination of features, determined by rigorous experiments, allowed a separation of the sound event classes in this N-dimensional (N=33) space.
The decision tree, trained using the feature vectors derived from a number of sound sample data, was used to classify the audio samples extracted from the audio track of film into sound events. For comparison, a Support Vector Machine (SVM) was also used for classification, trained using the same data.
Experimental Results
We collected a large set of pure sound samples from the World Wide Web. The pure sound samples distinctly and unambiguously represent each of the 10 sound classes under study. The set consisted of 861 sound samples with differing numbers of samples from each of the 10 classes. These samples were also of varying duration, and, in some instances, containing a varying number of occurrences. For example, sirens and horns of different duration were used, and a varying number of gun shots or horns were present in the same sample sound.
To collect real environmental sound data (non-pure audio tracks) for testing, scenes were chosen from two films. The audio tracks for the exemplar scenes used were hand segmented into 8 basic categories: silence, music, speech, music and speech, violence, car chase sounds, mixed sounds, and non-literal sound effects that were of no interest for event detection. The sounds from all these categories were used for the scene content analysis (see Section 4), and the violence and car chase sounds in particular were used as test data for event and sound scene classification.
Event Classification of Pure Sounds
We first studied event detection using pure audio samples. This was done mainly to derive a reference performance mark to compare when real movie audio tracks, which contain noise, were used for testing. The audio features and feature statistics detailed in Section 3.1 were calculated for each pure audio sample. The resulting feature vectors were used to train and test classification systems, using test data different from the training data. Both classifiers, decision trees using the See 5 [7] software package, and SVMs using the Weka 3 software package [8] , were developed. The SVMs were trained using the SMO algorithm with linear kernels and One-vs-Rest mechanism for multi-class classification. The DT-based system was tested using a random selection of 65% of the pure sound samples from each class as training data and the remainder as test data. An average of 88.9% correct classification was achieved from 25 test trials. Although the general classification performance was good, performance between classes varied significantly. The classification of car crash events was extremely poor and this can be attributed to the lack of structure and consistency of the sounds associated with car crashes. With SVMs, a five fold cross-validation was performed on the data achieving an average of 87.7% correct classification.
Event Detection from Non-Pure Movie Audio Tracks
Sample scenes were extracted from two action movies, Lethal Weapon 2 and The Mummy. The three samples from Lethal Weapon 2 consisted of two scenes containing mainly car chase sound events and one of predominantly violent events. Four scenes consisting of violent events were taken from The Mummy. The sound data for each of the scenes was hand segmented as one of 8 basic audio types, silence, speech, etc., according to the dominant type of audio in the sound segment. For each piece of audio type extracted in this manner, the duration of the audio was recorded along with a ground truth label of the class. For example, when a mixture of sounds was present all sounds were recorded in the label assigned. If the sound also contained a low level event or events from either chase or violent sound scenes, the sound was further labelled with the relevant sound event class, or when multiple classes were present, the dominant sound class.
The audio samples from the film scenes were automatically classified using both the decision tree generated with the pure audio sample data and the SVM classifier. The six low level sound events such as horns, sirens, etc., as described earlier in Section 3 were classified at the next level as car chase sound scenes and likewise, the four violent events, such as explosions, gunfire, etc., were grouped as violence scenes. Table 1 displays classification results of film audio extracted from the sample scenes as the ratio of the number of correctly classified audio samples to the total number of audio samples for a given type of high level sound scene. A classification was deemed correct if an audio sample was classified as one of the low level events that form the subset of sounds that define the high level scene to which the audio sample belongs. The low level of accuracy in the classification of violence in The Mummy is attributed to the labelling of multiple simultaneous single occurrences of gunfire as multiple, or automatic, gunfire due to the lack of an event class for simultaneous gunfire. Misclassifications for the decision tree occur mainly due to the audio samples extracted from the film scenes not containing individual distinct sounds. The samples contain mixed sounds, including other low level sound events and other audio types. This is reflected in the nature of the misclassifications, the majority of incorrectly classified samples are classified within the subset of sounds that form the high level scene. For example, horn, skid and siren sounds are misclassified as engine due to the presence of engines in the background of the sounds. Out of the 68 car chase sound events that included events of all six types, such as horns, sirens, etc., from Scene 1 in LW2, 66 were correctly detected by DTs, and 53 by the SVMs. Overall, the DTs correctly recognised 93.8% of car chase events and 73.6% of violence events, while the correct detection rates for the SVMs were 80.4% and 78.2% respectively.
The classification system based on SVMs trained on pure samples was comparable with the decision tree for classifying pure sounds, achieving a similar classification accuracy. However, in classifying film audio data different inaccuracies arise. Misclassifications of film audio by the SVM occurred more often outside the sound scene type for a given sound type of the film audio data.
SCENE ANALYSIS WITH INDEXICAL SOUNDS
The determination of the theme of a high level scene is dependent on the type of high level sound scene.
Determining Scene Theme
There are two types of high level scenes. Scenes that can be determined by the occurrence of a single low level sound event, for example, a single violent sound signifies the presence of violence in the scene. The second type of high level scenes are those that require an amalgamation of low level events to determine the presence of the high level scenes. For example, a scene showing car chase exhibits and warrants more than a single occurrence of a low level sound; a single car horn does not necessarily indicate the presence of a car chase.
Due to the necessary correlation between the audio track and the visual element of a scene there is neither a semantic nor a sequential structure solely associated with the audio. For example, the presence of skidding tires in the audio accompanies rapid acceleration or deceleration shown in the scene. This results in difficulties in determining the presence of some high level sound scenes. While the occurrence of a single violent sound is sufficient to determine a violent sound scene, subsequent violent sounds determine the degree of the violence, which can then be used to make inference about scene content. However, the presence of a single car chase sound is not sufficient to reasonably conclude that a car chase is present in the scene. This, in conjunction with the lack of a purely audio semantic structure, leads to difficulties in determining an accurate method for detecting, with certainty, the presence of a car chase within a scene. The difficulty is enhanced due to speech and music sounds interjected between the car chase sounds. The time distribution for the two car chase scenes we studied indicate that the dominant environmental audio type in each scene is car chase. From this it is inferred that the dominance of car chase sounds is sufficient to indicate the presence of a car chase event. However, the opposite may not hold, due to the presence of music, some chase sounds could be classified as mixed, the remaining car chase sound will not be as dominant and yet the event may still be present. The absence of more data precludes the development of a more accurate metric; it is conjectured for this paper that the dominance of car chase sound is adequate to indicate the presence of a car chase event.
Analysing Scenes From Lethal Weapon 2
Once the presence of a high level sound scene is detected a label pertaining to scene content can be derived.
The following theories were reached after we carefully examined of the audio content of the sample scenes. The dominance of a sound event in a scene, compared to the remaining environmental sounds in a scene, is sufficient to mark the scene with a label indicating the genre associated with the sound event. The dominance of a sound scene is indicated in terms of the total duration of the low level sound events that form the overall aural content in the scene, being greater than the duration of the remaining environmental sounds. Violent sounds, with the exception of explosions, occur over short periods of time. Consequently, dominance of violent events is extended to incorporate the number of occurrences of low level violent events compared to the number of remaining environmental sounds. There is a small amount of violence present in the scene, ¿ ×, and ¾ ¿× of miscellaneous sounds which are environmental sounds that are neither car chase nor violent sounds. Car chase sounds dominate the environmental sounds, both on the scene time-line and time distribution, labelling the scene as a car chase scene.
Time-line ( Figure 2 ): From the time-line it can be seen that the majority of sound segments up to segment 85 comprise of either speech and music (non-environmental sounds) or car chase sounds. This section represents the bulk of the chase scene. From approximately segments 86 to 100 there are fewer chase sounds. This is due to the scene content, with this stage of the scene signifying the end of a car chase and the focus of the action shifting.
CONCLUSION
Sound scenes and event detection in cinema enable the analysis of film audio at a higher level of abstraction than is possible examining individual sounds in the movie audio track. Two main issues are investigated in determining the feasibility of high level event detection in film scenes: Determination of what constitutes the presence of a high level sound scene and the inference about the thematic content of the scene that can be drawn from this presence, and the classification of low level sounds in the audio track of the scene, to aid in automatic detection of the high level scene. This paper proposes a classification system for detecting the presence of violence and car chase scenes in film and investigates a means of classifying the environmental sounds that form the constituent events of these scenes using a number of old and new audio features. Experimental results on film audio from a number of film scenes demonstrate the feasibility of our automatic analysis. Our techniques can be integrated with existing basic audio segmentation processes to develop an automatic system for sound event and scene detection and content analysis of audio of film scenes.
